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As many readers will already know, 2015
was filled with excitement and anticipation
as the build of the new Leeds office came
towards completion. “The Mill” replaces our
“Garden Park House” offices as the home
of our Leeds-based team, who have now
moved across into this amazing new facility.
Our teams at Servatech, based at the
beautiful Chapelthorpe Hall in Wakefield,
are unaffected.
A lot of time and effort has gone into
making these new offices especially unique.
The management team aimed to create a
space that truly reflected the personality of
Pure Data, an office that staff could really
enjoy and a place that we were proud to
share with our customers and suppliers.
The old offices were struggling to house
our constantly growing team; over the past
12 months we’ve taken on over 15 new staff
and in the next 24-36 months, we’re looking
to double our head count. It became clear
that we needed somewhere new, hence
choosing the spacious building which can
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accommodate our team today and for the
future.
The building, originally an old mill, was
completely gutted and stripped back, giving
our project Manager, Michelle Lazenby,
a blank canvas to unleash her creativity.
The result is an office that is quite simply
much more than an office. The team are
delighted to have such highlights as a 100
inch video wall, full Audio Visual equipped
meeting rooms, high specification working
environments and a bespoke lunchtime
space named “the Escape”, with a pool
table, table-football and an indoor grassed
chillout zone.
We’ve captured the build of our office on
film, along with the emotions of some of our
staff.

We look forward to welcoming you to the
new office as soon as you can make it!

Renewing our
accreditations:
Microsoft Gold, ISO 27001 & 9001
The teams at both offices have been
busy building on our internal skills and
accreditations.
Richard Knight, our latest addition to the
Senior Engineering Team, has recently
completed the last in a set of Microsoft
exams to renew our Microsoft Gold
accreditation. Congratulations Richard,
and everyone else who has worked hard
towards this important certification.
The teams at Servatech have recently
passed their ISO 9001 and 27001 audits,
continuing our reputation for strict
professional standards and data protection
- two important requirements of a leading
Cloud company.
More to be announced soon!
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I am pleased to present the latest issue of the new
Pure Data Group (PDG) newsletter, which will serve
as an additional communication channel between
PDG and our growing customer community.
The newsletter will contain information of interest
to our customers about how our organisation is
growing, plans for upcoming events and our new
product/service offerings. There will also be plenty
of fun things to keep your attention!
On this occasion, I would like to summarise PDG’s
accomplishments for 2015:
A concerted effort went into the eagerly anticipated
move to our new offices in Farsley and a resultant
strengthening of the company can already be felt.
Go to www.puredatasolutions.co.uk/the-mill to
watch the video! A huge thank you to all connected
with the project, especially Michelle Lazenby who
led the team with lots of vigour and enthusiasm.
During the year, we had the honour of welcoming
over 150 new customers from both public and
private sectors, which has served to ensure the
growing momentum and expansion of our already
significant customer base. Thank you for your
support and encouragement. Without you, we
wouldn’t have the business that we have today.
Throughout 2015, we continued to invest heavily in
training & development, infrastructure & systems.
A theme that is likely to continue as we forge
ahead looking for efficiency and effective gains to
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build on our current successes.
The launch of our first ‘Intranet’ site went live in
early November - another feather in the cap for
James Blackburn and Simeon Banks who worked
hard in bringing this to life! Pure CRM is on track to
be launched in early 2016.
The team have grown and gone from strength
to strength at both locations, with over 15 new
recruits in 2015. Early 2016 should also see the
latest acquisition come into the Group - more on
that in the next newsletter. Organic and acquisitive
growth both remain at the head of our strategy in
achieving our longer term goals.
We look ahead with great optimism. The Group is
a strong, well-established organization, with a star
quality team that really do make the difference.
I really do hope that you enjoy the read and If you
have any requests for other snippets of relevant
information to be in the next issue, please email
david.hind@servatech.co.uk.
Finally, may I wish you and your business a 2016 of
health, wealth and happiness. Thank you again for
your much valued support and we look forward to
serving you in the year ahead.
Sincerely yours,
Stephen O’Brien

Another interesting point that has been
speculated in the media is that HP could be
architecting itself for the possibility of a sale
in future years. Should they wish to sell off
one business or the other, it would be much
easier a process, post-separation.
How does it affect you?
The official answer from HP is that, besides
having to get used to two new brands, this
split should have no operational effect on
its end users, whatsoever. The good news is
that, to the most extent, we’re delighted to
agree with them. On the whole, there should
be very little pain for everyone involved
(except perhaps, HP!).

Since August 2015, HP have been
undergoing the huge corporate undertaking
of a ‘business split’. This division, which has
been planned for several years, separates
HP’s PC, printing and supplies business (HP
Inc) from its server, storage and networking
business (HP Enterprise). The split was one
of the key steps in HP’s 5 year turnaround
plan, which was launched in 2012 under the
new leadership of their Chief Executive,
Meg Whitman (The lady behind the growth
of eBay between 1998 and 2008).
Why?
Back in 2012, just after Meg became HP CEO,
the tech giant decided that its corporate
structure was not aligned to the needs
of the modern-age. In its 75 year history,
HP has made many acquisitions, sold spin
offs, launched new product categories and
of course grown beyond anyone’s initial
expectations. However, despite all this, it
had largely maintained its same corporate
organisation, ever since the early days. The
current leadership team argue that this is
making the company, as a whole, less-agile
– Meg likens the steering of the unified HP
to “changing the direction of a huge ship”.
They largely attributed the somewhat
‘disappointing’ results of HP, pre-2012, to
poor management through this outdated

structure. The company has been on a road
to recovery for the past four years and is
now showing very positive results in the
industry. Products have notably improved,
investment in R&D has skyrocketed
(positively affecting the former point), and
HP has increased both its sales and its
profitability. This step is designed to help
with that journey, as explained below.
Today, both sides of the business equate
to around 50% of turnover share, and
40/60 profit share (Inc/Enterprise). Going
forward, the two arms of the business will
be financially isolated from each other, with
the cash generated by one going towards
the funding of its own growth, rather than
disproportionate spending on what was
seen as an unrelated business unit. Likewise,
decision making will be more focused and
prompt; there will be two separate boards,
with two different areas of expertise and
only one market focus each.
But surely, won’t the duplication of
resources cost HP a fortune? Departments
have separated, systems have replicated
and extra manpower will be required - all
just to keep both businesses running. HP
estimated that the split would cost over
$2million in initial costs too.

One of the main concerns, reported on in
the media, was that the split could have a
negative effect on the cost of HP equipment.
The separation would mean separation
of HP’s purchasing department, who are
renowned for using their economies of
scale to get record low prices on component
procurements. Whilst they have indeed
separated, the good news is that components
are still purchased together by the two
teams, therefore benefiting from the same
economies of scale as they always have.
With support largely catered for via partners
like the Pure Data Group, end users shouldn’t
be subject to “you’ve rung the wrong
company” frustrations, but even on the odd
consumer based support occasion, we would
anticipate that this will be an area HP put
particular focus on a smooth experience.
So it’s all systems go for HP! You will already
be seeing the new HP branding in materials
and advertising, as well as references
to the two separate companies on their
products. HP Inc, who will be responsible
for the PC, Laptop, Printing & peripherals,
retains largely the same branding (so not to
confuse the consumer market). However HP
Enterprise, responsible for servers, storage
and networking, has developed a new brand
identity – apparently us techies are more
able to adapt to change than consumers!
Let’s see how HP performs over the coming
years. We’re confident, and I’m sure you will
be too. Watch this space!
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The Pure Data Group have recently
presented a whopping £10,000 cheque
to Candlelighters, our chosen company
charity.
This is a huge achievement and represents
the wide-ranging and consistent efforts
that the team here have made throughout
the year.
One of the biggest fundraising activities
that the team have recently undertaken is
their treacherous trek up Mount Snowdon –
at night!
Some of our most daring Purists took it
upon themselves to tackle the Llanberis
path, the longest route to the summit of
Snowdon, all in the name of Candlelighters.
The 9-strong team set off at around
11pm, despite the unfavourable weather
conditions and extreme lack of visibility,
only having flashlights and glow sticks to
assist them. Our purists completed the
trek with speedy success, clocking in at
less than 6 hours. The average completion

We’re delighted to offer a warm welcome to
the Pure Data Group’s new Chief Operating
Officer, Cliff Fox, who joined the group on
Monday 4th January.
Cliff, who will be working across both the
Leeds and Wakefield offices, brings with him
a wealth of experience. Cliff has held boardlevel, senior management and leadership
positions for small, medium and large
organisations within the UK and overseas.
His focus has always been on how people
and technology create service excellence,
operational efficiency and business growth.
With responsibility for all group commercial,
operational and technical functions, Cliff
will use his extensive experience within the
IT sector to develop group strategy and
advance the business to achieve its aims in
terms of development, organic growth and
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time for the Llanberis path is over 7 hours
according to experts – demonstrating the

Thanks to all our hardy Purists, and more
importantly, everyone who has donated!

determination and fighting spirits our team
(and their desire to reach the bacon butty
at the end!)
The team smashed their target of £4,000,
raising over £5,000 for the event.
Candlelighters Charity trust attended our
office opening where we proudly presented
them with the cheque, incorporating this
and other efforts that took place in 2015.

acquisition.
Commenting on the appointment Stephen
O’Brien, Pure Data Group CEO, said, “Our
aim is continued growth and expansion.
This new role is vital to the business and
Cliff possesses a wealth of expertise, with a
track record and reputation of extraordinary
achievements. I am super excited to have
Cliff on the team. His passion and vision will
be a tremendous asset to the board and the
business as a whole.”
Cliff said, “I’m thrilled to be joining the
Pure Data Group at an important phase in
its evolution. The business is already very
successful but has the potential to grow and
develop much further and I hope to play a
part in that continued success.”
In addition to 20 years’ experience within

the IT sector, Cliff’s qualifications include:
Microsoft Certification, PRINCE2™ Project
Management, ITIL™ Service Management
and IOSH. He is a member of the Institute
of Directors, the British Computer Society
and has been recognised as a Management
Exemplar by Investors in People.

strengths. Danny Garland from Harrowells
Solicitors, one of ServaCloud’s clients,
said “Our solicitors work out of the office
frequently, at client sites and at home. We
utilise multiple legal-specific applications
like BigHand, MatterSphere, Oyez Forms and
Costsmaster, and enabling these to work
smoothly outside of the office environment
was challenging with a standard IT setup.
With ServaCloud, all our staff get full IT
functionality, from any location, whichever
application they are using. Even digital
dictation.”
The ServaCloud model brings all business
applications under one umbrella, enabling
customers to access everything on their
Cloud Desktop, just as they would in a normal
desktop environment.
ServaCloud, the Cloud Computing Platform
powered by Servatech, has seen strong
growth over the past 18 months, growing
over 380% since June 2014.

18 months. When it comes to commissioning
new IT systems, businesses are now most
commonly embracing Cloud Computing
rather than on-premise”

To find out more about ServaCloud,
visit:

Steve Spence, Services Sales Director at
Servatech, said “we’ve noticed a distinct
shift in attitudes towards IT over the last 12-

This has been particularly noticeable in the
Legal sector, where the style of business
shares many synergies with ServaCloud’s

or call our Servatech Account
Managers on 01924 562120.

In recent months, some new faces have joined us at
both our Leeds & Wakefield offices. In Wakefield, we’re
expanding our engineering and account management
teams to cater for our growing customer base, whilst
at Leeds we welcome our new receptionist, another
new account manager & Cliff, who you can read about
on the page opposite.

www.servacloud.co.uk
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Windows 10 is a great step in the right
direction from Microsoft. The teams here
have been tinkering with it from Golden
Master onwards and have been impressed
with its developments. A question that we
have been asked a lot however, is whether
we think organisations should take the
plunge and upgrade their systems. Is
Windows 10 the right OS to place your bets
on? And is 2016 the time to do it?
Taking a look back for context, we’ve seen
a common cycle with Windows. Back in
2001, Windows XP (Rest in Peace) made
great advancements and quickly became
the de facto platform for business. Roll on
5 years and Windows Vista was released,
to great anticipation and expectations.
Microsoft even promised that it had really
focused on security this time – the main
bug-bear of XP. Whilst it was indeed a more
secure platform, Vista was criticised for
high system requirements, long boot-times,
and poor general speed. At the point of
Windows 7 release, Windows Vista had only
19% market share, whilst the supposedly
redundant Windows XP still sat at 63%.
So in 2009, out comes Windows 7, to whoops
of joy. Windows 7 was relatively easy to
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adopt, and proved a big hit. In Feb 2014, it
held a healthy market share of 47%, having
eaten away at XP’s chunk quite nicely.
Next, it’s back to the drawing board with
Windows 8. Start menu, no start menu make your mind up Microsoft! Frustrations
were mainly with the new interface, rather
than performance or security related. As
a company, we actually really liked the
platform; it is/was a secure and reliable OS,
but alas, user experience wins; Windows 8
wasn’t a big hit with the end users. Windows
7 actually grew market share whilst
Windows 8 was on sale, and currently sits at
55%, with Windows 8 at around 13%.
So naturally, one would assume that
Windows 10 was to be another high, in the
cyclical pattern of Microsoft highs and lows.
Well, so far, it’s following the trend.
Windows 10 was released to critical praise
in July, and has already nearly caught up to
Windows 8 market share, currently sitting
at 8%. And that’s without a huge amount
of businesses switching (but with a slight
financial incentive might I add… see later)
As with all new operating system releases,
it’s generally not recommended to roll

them out to business users straight away.
This is mainly for two reasons: firstly, there
could be ‘early-life’ bugs in the operating
system, which could either pose a security
risk or cause operational frustrations.
Secondly, and most commonly, there are
often ‘backward-compatibility’ issues with
the central applications and databases of a
business. Therefore, it’s often advised to do
extensive testing before migration, and to
‘let the dust settle’ after a release, waiting
for the first service pack to be brought
out (which, for Windows 10, happened in
November 2015).
So, what makes Windows 10 so eye opening,
and is 2016 the right time for the businesses
of the world to switch?
Well, firstly, Windows 8 was about moving
Microsoft into the tablet game. A lot of
UI features shifted quite heavily towards
touch, and this is what users found most
frustrating. Windows 10 has reigned it
in; producing an OS that recognises how
desktops are a mainstay of the enterprise
and should be usable as such, whilst still
retaining its abilities as a tablet OS.
The desktop of 10 is much more familiar
to end users, reverting back to a more

traditional layout, but with nods to modern
styles. IT admins will be relieved that the
transition from Windows 7 to 10, in terms of
user intuition, will be pretty smooth. There’s
nothing too challenging for end users to
get used to. Gone are the full screen apps
and touch-optimised tiles, and instead we
have the return of the start button and
a revamped internet browser – named
Microsoft Edge.
Microsoft have ditched Internet Explorer
entirely (hooray!) and started from scratch
with Edge. They’ve built a whole new HTML
rendering engine which is tonnes more
efficient than IE. We’re delighted to say that
in tests, it actually BEATS chrome’s response
times – which is seriously impressive.
The other big news for business is
around Microsoft’s identity management
improvements. Windows 10 will now provide
active directory access to the Azure cloud
as well as several Office 365 services,
which removes the need for multiple logins.
Microsoft have also focused on Mobile
Device Management capabilities, enabling IT
admins to easily manage multiple windows
devices all based on Windows 10.
A key difference, which we’re quite excited
about, is that Windows 10 will be the FINAL
EVER Windows release…
Upgrading from one OS to another across a
whole organisation can by quite traumatic.
The previous strategy has been to save up a
whole host of updates, and deliver them all
in one go, in the form of a single OS release.
From now on, releases will be delivered
incrementally, every couple of weeks.
There will be no more big releases (perhaps
some larger patches), but most of the time,
updates will be drip fed. This will help with
compatibility issues: there shouldn’t be the
huge task of preparing IT environments
for updates, or having to wait for Lineof-business (LOB) software vendors to
respond before commissioning the roll out.

If minor Windows 10 updates cause issues,
those updates can be delayed or removed
altogether, and applied again at the relevant
time. This means that organisations will
benefit from the majority of OS updates,
and won’t be hindered by just one piece
of code that doesn’t want to play ball with
their current LOB software. They’re not
restricted from the wider benefits.
In regards to delaying/removing updates,
there’s a key bit of information to consider
here. Users on Windows 10 Home edition
will be forced to install updates, exactly
when Microsoft releases them; they will
install in the background automatically,
with no option to turn this feature off.
This is obviously to help combat malicious
access that’s often done through unpatched
vulnerabilities. Whilst Home edition is of
no concern to business, the behaviours
of Windows 10 Professional & Enterprise
obviously are. In a “Windows Professional
Environment”, you’ll be able to delay
updates for a maximum of 9 months. This
gives companies/us the opportunity to test
and rectify any compatibility issues that
may transpire. However after 9 months, it
will be compulsory to install that update.
This will mean that there is pressure on IT
admins and LOB vendors to identify issues
early and produce resolutions in specific
timescales. We suspect that this pressure
will fall largely to the LOB vendors, as most
issues will be so widespread amongst their
clients that they will have to be dealt with.
With Windows Enterprise, you have the
option to remove an update entirely, if it is
of critical issue to your own software. We
think this will evolve into being one of the
key benefits of choosing Enterprise over
Professional.
Again, you can see the reasoning for all of
this from Microsoft perspective, in terms
of combating cybercrime. I suspect it won’t
cause many large hurdles for organisations
and overall it will be more beneficial for

companies to receive the majority of new
features and security updates in a timely
manner.
The very last thing I want to mention
is something that your FD will likely be
interested in. Currently, upgrading from
Windows 7, or Windows 8, to Windows
10 is FREE! Yes, free. But to take up this
opportunity, you need to act swiftly – it will
only be free for 12 months from the Windows
10 launch (July 2015). So after July 2016, it
will likely cost over £100 per machine to
upgrade. So our advice is, get testing pronto!
If you would like any of the Servatech or
Pure Data Engineers to set up tests for you,
please ask your account manager. By the
way, Microsoft’s free upgrade offer is only
open to Windows 7/8 Professional users
(or home users, should your kids want the
latest and greatest). Windows Enterprise
have to purchase a license to upgrade.
So in conclusion, we’re pretty excited about
Windows 10. It’s proving a solid platform
for business and there is a substantial
financial incentive to upgrade in the early
months of 2016. Its end-user usability and
relatively trouble-free upgrade path are
plus points, and the first key update has just
been released bringing stability to the point
that we’re comfortable installing it for our
customers. So, our suggestion would be to
make use of the free upgrade offer whilst
it’s still around (after some thorough testing
of course!).
Any questions, please don’t hesitate to get
in contact with me directly: paul.jordan@
servatech.co.uk or 01924 562100.
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We’ve welcomed a whole host of new customers
across the Pure Data Group over the past 3 months.
Above is a selection of just some of them.
Thank you to all our new (and current) customers
for choosing Pure Data and Servatech. We look
forward to serving you in 2016!

Aoife Breslin is officially the newest (and
cutest) member of the team at Pure Data.
Born on December 22nd at 1:19pm, Aoife
was the perfect Christmas present to Jonny
from our Accounts Team, and his wife Katie.
Jonny, Katie & Aoife are now enjoying some
quality family time together and we look
forward to meeting Aoife very soon!
Quite the cutey isn’t she?

Over the next three months, the following
Purists celebrate another birthday... Have
a good one!
January - Shabir Khan, Martin McCoy, Steve
Spence, Sam Barron, David Hind, Les Woods
and Jack Holland
February - James Blackburn, Fin Wightman,
Natasha James-Ingham, James Sharp &
Paul Kirkham

Congratulations to all three of you!
March - Kevin Wilson, Emma Jackson & Gina
Deahan
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